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We are dedicated to the improvement of heavy 
construction; It’s practices and it’s people. 
           We are “knowledge at work”

        Managing Director| Darron Hughes
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WE ARE DEDICATED TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF HEAVY CONSTRUCTION

C O R E  
S E R V I C E S
  

Haul Optimisation 
| Fleet Supervision  

Survey | Data 
Management Services 

Machine Control  
Management 

UAV | Aerial Imagery | 3D 
Surveys 

Tendering and Mass Haul 
Optimisation



HCS manages Trimble, Topcon and Navman 
telematics systems for real time monitoring 
of heavy construction fleet assets. It provides 
our clients with a significant advantage over 
their competitors using conventional means 
of productivity estimation. Our reports allow 
modified planning and real time verification 
of the application of heavy construction 
equipment to the movement of bulk 
earthworks fleets. Decisions on plant 
movement and redeployment can be made 
in a matter of hours, rather than weeks. The 
calculated components of a winning bid are 
far too often lost at a site level, and there 
is an unfortunate lack of understanding of 
the importance to the adherence of 
well-planned material movements in many 
projects. Our systems ensure that a daily log 
of the application of construction equipment 
and its optimisation is fully reportable to all 
levels of the business – on site, or in head 
offices. Real time results tracked against 
estimated values provide a constant 

HAUL OPTIMISATION | FLEET SUPERVISION

chronology of the economic impact that 
decisions at a site level have made on the 
earthworks fleet. Due to the factual nature 
of the results that are reported on daily 
fleet movements, decisions regarding plant 
can be explained in a simple manner through 
showing foremen and superintendents the 
utilisation of that equipment and the 
subsequent reasoning behind changes required 
on site. This is achieved with a minimum of 
personal magnification of issues, with a focus 
more on time and money, which assists in 
maintaining healthy relationships between 
supervisors and engineers on site. We have 
several solutions available to our clients - 
monitoring natively through the OEMs 
hardware already installed on your fleet, 
through to augmentation of the fleet via 
additional hardware or an installation of a 
complete customised solution.
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Efficiency Engineering | Earthworks Fleet Managment | Optimisation



$460m design and construction of a 27km of new two-lane dual carriageways together 
with associated service and local road improvements extending from Kurri Kurri to 
the New England Highway at Branxton. The project includes 22 bridges, four 
grade-separated interchanges, 25km of stormwater drainage, 3,000,000m3 of 
earthworks, noise walls, concrete pavement (CRCP and PCP) and the remediation of 
existing mine workings at Stanford Main and Greta.

Hunter Expressway – New England Highway 
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SURVEY | DATA MANAGEMENT SERVICES

HCS staff have gained extensive experience as Survey Managers of road, 
rail and port construction projects 

Pacific Highway W2HC 
$250m OHL York Joint Venture 
York Civil and OHL Construction were awarded the contract to complete the Section 1 of the 
upgrade, which spans Woolgoolga to Halfway Creek. The contract is for the upgrade of the section of 
HW10 Pacific Highway, situated between two other upgraded sections of the pacific highway: Sapphire 
to Woolgoolga upgrade to the south and Halfway Creek upgrade to the north. The project involves the 
construction of a length of approximately 14.7 kilometres of roadway to median separated dual 
carriageway standard.

Great Western Highway 
$94m Forty Bends 
The safety upgrade project involves reconstruction, realignment and widening 
approximately 12 km of the Great Western Highway to improve safety and traffic flow on this busy 
Sydney to central west NSW commuter, freight and tourist route. The project includes batter 
stabilisation work, upgrading underground utility services, as well as the construction of retaining 
walls, fauna crossings, and an eastbound downhill overtaking lane on River Lett Hill.
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Karuah to Bulladela– Pacific Highway 

$257m Pacific Highway Upgrade involving the construction of 23km of separated dual 
carriageway fundamentally along its existing alignment, including new intersections, 
two new rest areas and a total of seven twin bridges over various waterway crossings 
as part of the Pacific Highway Upgrade.

Coopernook Bypass - Pacific Highway 
$30m 4.2km bypass east of Coopernook village involved the construction of a 
four-lane divided road, with new twin bridges over the Lansdowne River and Coopernook 
Creek. The bypass removed heavy vehicles and highway traffic from the village, 
improving pedestrian safety and traffic.

$108m infrastructure works for this new Coal Export Terminal include Bulk Earthworks; 
Inbound Concrete Structures; plus Rail Loop Track Installation, Signalling and Wayside 
Devices.

Kooragang Coal Export Terminal – Newcastle 

Antiene Rail Coal Unloader – Newcastle 

$103m design and construction of a coal unloading facility including a 2000t dump 
hopper, 6km overland conveyor, extensive earthworks, rail infrastructure, roads, seven 
bridges, train provisioning facility and associated buildings. The rail component involved 
over 5kms of track, six turnouts, two sections of special trackwork through buildings 
and signalling. It also included slewing the existing mainline and placing a turnout in 
the mainline.

$49m A380 Airfield Works involved the widening of 50,000m2 of existing aircraft 
pavement within Sydney Airport and the strengthening of the General Holmes Drive 
Tunnel under the main North/South Runway. This work was required in order to 
facilitate the arrival of the new wide-bodied Airbus A380 and to make Sydney Airport 
code compliant for the commencement of commercial operations of this aircraft into 
Australia.

Sydney Airport A380 Fieldworks – Sydney 
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Machine Control Operator Certification

As part of our services, HCS provides a 
certification program for plant operators to 
ensure that contractors who engage Machine
Control on their projects are also employing 
operators who are capable of using these 
technologies to their maximum capacity. 
Certification is provided by an on-site test 
of operators using the machine control 
system on a working project and performing 
tasks relative to the requirements of machine 
control activities.

Base Station Establishment

The establishment of base stations on site is 
a fundamental requirement for machine control 
and site survey works. The service includes a 
full setup of the site base station with a 
licensed frequency approved the Australian 
Communications and Media Authority. In 
high-density areas, an alternative setup can be 
made to ensure operation - where an ACMA 
license for broadcast is not available for 
machine control equiptment.

The correct management and setup of machines is essential to a productive site. HCS 
provides the following services to ensure that your site is error free and efficient from 
day one. Data capture of site control for the localisation of the machine guidance 
systems to your project coordinates and calculations to create file parameters for input 
into machine control systems.

MACHINE CONTROL MANAGEMENT 

Modelling of project designs for all Machine 
Control Systems.

Verification of software suitability for machine 
guidance systems and updating as required. 

Backup and storage of Machine Control Files 
for each individual machine. 

Calibration of Machines on projects for optimum 
operation output.
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UAV | AERIAL IMAGERY | 3D SURVEYS 

We fly Major infrastructure projects producing Aerial Imagery at an unprecedented 3cm resolution

Better imagery produces more confident results and a new way of looking at infrastructure for 
our clients through the use of one of the worlds most sophisticated aerial imagery systems. our 
client’s major infrastructure projects now benefit from the collection of survey data that 
massively increases the surety that everything has been located, at the right accuracy and at a 
substantially lower cost than conventional survey methods.  

Right now, Australian infrastructure projects are benefiting from our experience and expertise 
in leading a pragmatic approach to information collection and historic archiving of project 
progress. We are defining better conversations with clients and infrastructure owners through 
a new way of seeing their infrastructure spend and project progress. 
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Optimisation of Design and Earthworks Material Movement  

The minimisation of the movement of material on an earthworks project is paramount to 
efficiency of construction and minimisation of cost. Additionally, the modification of design 
in conjunction with the volume of material to be moved can be a fantastic opportunity to 
create a point of difference between tenders. As part of our process, initial earthwork 
volumes are calculated, and then processed in the mass haul values to look for 
opportunities in the modification of the design component of the tendering process.
Further assessment of the design can be made through an in depth understanding of the 
required construction processes to ensure that the economy of the design is managed, 
and the constructability of components is understood by the design team. These two 
design opportunities, in conjunction with a smarter means of material transport is the basis 
for winning bids for our clients. The values of these results are then forwarded onto the site 
and become part of the planning and process for construction. This ensures that site 
operations follow the optimised processes created as part of the bid through the real time 
supervision of plant and equipment.

TENDERING AND MASS HAUL OPTIMISATION
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